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 Last week we saw that God is a God of wrath.  He is also a 
God of great mercy and kindness and love toward sinners.  But we 
must not ignore the fact that He is a God of wrath.  He is entirely 
good, and therefore He has an intense hatred of that which is 
wrong.  He is righteous, and so He hates wickedness. 
 We learn in this passage that one of the ways God 
manifests His wrath in the present age is by delivering sinners over 
to their own sinful ways.  This section of Paul’s letter which 
focuses on the sad reality of sin opens up in verse 18 with a 
mention of God’s wrath.  And then we read three times this phrase, 
“God gave them up.”  And notice the logic.  Verses 21-23 speak of 
the idolatry of exchanging the glory of the immortal God for 
images resembling mortal man and birds and animals and creeping 
things.  And because of that idolatry, verse 24 says, “Therefore 
God gave them up in the lust of their hearts to impurity, to the 
dishonoring of their bodies among themselves.”  This is a general 
reference to sexual immorality.  And this is part of God’s wrath on 
sinful humanity—giving them over to their sexual sins.   
 Verse 25, then, comes back to the point about idolatry.  
Why is God giving them over to these lusts?  “Because they 
exchanged the truth about God for a lie and worshiped and served 
the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever!  
Amen.”  So we see both in verse 23 and in verse 25 that idolatry is 
turning away from the greatness of God, turning away from 
praising God and honoring God and giving thanks to God, and 
instead turning to worship things that more resemble ourselves.  
Idolatry is exchanging the glory of God for images of things like 
us.  Idolatry is exchanging the truth about God for a lie.  Idolatry is 
exchanging the Almighty Creator of the universe for mere created 
things.   

Did you catch the mini doxology at the end of verse 25?  
“The Creator, who is blessed forever! Amen.”  This is who we 
ought to worship!  He is the God of the universe, the One 
deserving of all honor and glory and praise.  He is the One who 
will be blessed forever and ever.  And yet sinful humanity, left to 
our own devices, turn away from Him and worship lesser things.   

This is the downward spiral of sin.  This idolatry incites 
God’s wrath, and it’s also part of the outworking of God’s wrath.  
Part of God’s punishment for these sins is giving people over to 
continue down this destructive path. 

As we saw last week, there is the suppression of truth.  
Everyone knows about God through general revelation—through 
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the things we see in nature.  And therefore nobody has an excuse.  
We also have a moral conscience, as Paul alludes to in verse 32. 

But left to ourselves, our sinful tendency is to suppress the 
truth so we can live like there is no God, so we can live for 
ourselves, for momentary pleasures.  And if God gives us over to 
these sinful pursuits, the pleasures we seek after will be 
increasingly unnatural and perverse.        
 In last Sunday’s sermon we began to look at some of the 
effects of suppressing the truth.  In verses 21-23: failing to honor 
God, failing to thank God, foolishness, and idolatry.  In our verses 
for this morning we continue to see the effects of suppressing the 
truth in the way that idolatry manifests itself in sexuality.  
 So we meet head-on this morning the highly controversial 
issue of homosexuality.  It’s at moments like this that we wonder 
how anybody could say that the Bible is irrelevant to our lives 
today.  Last month we heard our President go on national 
television and state his personal support for gay marriage.  The 
trial of Jerry Sandusky has just reached a conclusion, with the jury 
finding him guilty on 45 counts of abuse.  In many, many ways we 
can point out evidences in our society of sexual brokenness and 
sexual perversion.  There is massive confusion in our society about 
gender, about marriage, about sexuality.  And the Bible has 
something to say about it.   
 I want to step back and look at a couple passages in the Old 
Testament that speak to the issue of homosexuality, and then we’ll 
come back to Romans 1.  But before we do that, I want to say 
something about how I hope that we, as a church, can address this 
whole topic.  I want to begin by saying that men and women who 
are living a gay or lesbian lifestyle are welcome here, and I hope 
we will all demonstrate a loving compassion toward the 
homosexual community.  Those who are living a homosexual 
lifestyle are welcome here, just like those who gossip are welcome 
here, and those who are lustful or proud or selfish or greedy.   

Our aim is to speak the truth in love regarding all sin, 
proclaiming the hope that Jesus Christ has accomplished 
forgiveness for all who trust in Him.  When talking about any sin, 
the most loving thing to do is speak the truth.  Of course it’s 
possible to speak the truth in a harsh and unloving and unhelpful 
way.  We don’t want to do that.  But, on the other hand, it’s also 
possible to appear loving and kind and accepting, and yet fail to 
communicate the truth.  And we don’t want to go down that road 
either.  If we don’t clearly speak the truth we do everyone a grave 
disservice.   
 It would be like going to your doctor, and your doctor finds 
a life-threatening disease spreading through your body.  But since 
the doctor knows it would be difficult for you to hear that news, he 
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or she just tells you you’re all right.  And you go home thinking 
that doctor is the nicest, kindest, most gentle person you’ve ever 
met.  Is that loving?  No, it’s wicked!  It’s dishonest, untrue, and 
destructive. 
 And it saddens me to see Christian leaders and Christian 
institutions that are unwilling to speak the clear truth on this issue.  
Their failure to do so is not only cowardly, it is unloving.  There is 
such a pressure from the secular media to be accepting of any 
sexual lifestyle as perfectly legitimate.  But God’s Word has some 
very clear things to say about this, and God’s guidelines cannot be 
compromised. 
 Christians need to speak the truth, and speak it clearly and 
unapologetically and in a loving, compassionate way.  So let’s look 
at the clear truth of Scripture, keeping in mind the fact that most of 
us know individuals who have either embraced the homosexual 
lifestyle or who are struggling with homosexual feelings and 
temptations.  And if you’re here this morning as someone who 
struggles with same-sex attraction, you struggle with homosexual 
desires, I want you to know that this is a church where we want to 
come alongside you and help you.  We’re not here to condemn you 
or judge you.  Rather, we want to band together as men and 
women who are fighting the fight of faith—some with 
heterosexual temptations, some with homosexual temptations, but 
hopefully all of us wanting to honor God with our sexuality, as 
well as with every other aspect of our lives. 

Let me just summarize what I think our stance should be 
toward the issue of homosexuality:  The Bible is very clear that 
God intends sex to be enjoyed only within the marriage of a 
man and a woman.  Christians should obey this instruction and 
lovingly seek to persuade others that God’s guidelines lead to 
maximum joy and fulfillment. 

Let’s start by briefly looking at the Old Testament passages 
that deal with homosexuality.  The first is in Genesis 19:1-11.  This 
is the account of God’s judgment on the city of Sodom, from 
which we get our word “sodomy.”  The men of this city, in their 
perversion and lust, were determined to rape these two male angels 
who were staying with Lot.  And in the New Testament, in Jude 
verse 7, it says, “just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the surrounding 
cities, which likewise indulged in sexual immorality and pursued 
unnatural desire, serve as an example by undergoing a punishment 
of eternal fire.”  This confirms that the sin of Sodom was sexual in 
nature and was unnatural.   

The Old Testament also explicitly condemns homosexual 
behavior.  In Leviticus 18:22 the Lord says, “You shall not lie with 
a male as with a woman; it is an abomination.”  And in chapter 
20:13, “If a man lies with a male as with a woman, both of them 
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have committed an abomination; they shall surely be put to death; 
their blood is upon them.”  Homosexual acts are categorically 
condemned under the Old Covenant, and that’s how the Israelites 
were to deal with those sins. 

Moving to the New Testament, Romans 1 is probably the 
clearest statement on homosexuality in the whole Bible.  Notice 
again in verses 21-23 the general problem Paul is addressing.  He 
is addressing the problem of people exchanging worship of God 
for worship of images of ourselves.  That’s the fundamental 
problem.  In verse 23 it’s exchanging the glory of the immortal 
God for images resembling mortal man and birds and animals and 
creeping things.  In verse 25 it’s exchanging the truth about God 
for a lie and worshiping and serving the creature rather than the 
Creator.  Again, it’s substituting self-worship for God-worship.  
It’s ignoring the Creator of all things and instead following a lie 
that says the creation is worthy of worship.  And then Paul narrows 
in on a specific and vivid portrayal of this self-worship.  Verse 26 
says that God gave them up to these dishonorable passions.  And 
then Paul describes the sin of homosexuality, first speaking of 
women, and then men.  Pretty clear what Paul is talking about 
here, right?  And it’s clear that he is condemning this kind of 
behavior as sinful. 

Gay activists who want to justify the gay lifestyle and who 
also want to hold on to the Bible in some way, treat these texts in 
different ways.  Some would say that Paul is only referring to 
homosexual activity that is promiscuous and non-committed.  Or 
some say this refers to homosexual rape or the sexual abuse of 
young boys.  But, they would say, when Paul condemns 
homosexual acts, he is not speaking against monogamous, long-
term homosexual relationships.  Others argue that Paul was 
unaware of what we now know about sexuality.  He didn’t use 
terms like heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, etc.  He didn’t 
know about sexual orientation, and he wouldn’t be so closed-
minded if he could understand things the way we do in the modern 
world. 

It’s not possible, though, to get around the plain truth of 
what Paul is saying here.  He is talking about any kind of 
homosexual activity.  There’s no way to limit the scope of his 
comments to only certain types of homosexual behavior.  Any kind 
of sexual activity that is females with females or males with males 
is contrary to nature and contrary to God’s will. 

There is no way, honestly, to deny what the Bible says 
about homosexuality.  It’s a futile endeavor to try to hold on to the 
Bible and also endorse the gay lifestyle.  Therefore other gay 
advocates address the issue differently, by saying that these 
passages are culturally bound and no longer in force for Christians 
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today.  Or others directly oppose the biblical teaching on this issue, 
even calling for these passages to be removed from the canon.1  As 
Christians, we believe in the truth of God’s Word, and we are not 
at liberty to edit the sacred text.  We must submit ourselves to 
God’s truth, to God’s commands, even when they are 
countercultural, even when it is uncomfortable, even when it goes 
against our own personal sinful inclinations.   
 Another question that comes up in these discussions is: 
What if certain people are genetically prone to homosexuality?  
What if individuals are physically wired to have this orientation?  
It’s certainly true that many individuals have an attraction toward 
the same sex, whether their sexual confusion was triggered by 
sexual abuse or whether it’s connected with something in the 
person’s upbringing.   Whatever the immediate causes are, the 
thing we need to remember is: we live in a fallen world.  Humans 
are totally depraved.  Our minds, our wills, our physical bodies.  
Therefore, appealing to the fact that some people have a 
disposition toward homosexuality is not an argument for 
condoning it.  Rather, it is simply evidence of the Fall.  We all 
have dispositions toward certain sins, but that doesn’t mean we are 
right in pursuing those sins.  And the person inclined toward 
homosexuality is not right in acting on those temptations.     

Getting back to the text of Romans 1, Paul mentions 
several other sins in verses 29-31, but why do you think he 
addresses homosexuality so fully here in his point about 
worshipping God rather than self?  He’s making a point about true 
worship versus self-worship.  So why does he tie in this detailed 
description of homosexuality as an illustration of the dishonorable 
passions that God gave sinners up to?  I believe this is connected to 
the analogy of the husband-wife relationship to the Christ-church 
relationship.  God designed marriage to be a living drama of 
Christ’s relationship to the church.  And when the husband and 
wife are fulfilling their respective roles, that one-flesh union 
highlights the beauty of the Gospel.  I just got to preach about this 
at Jamen and Faith’s wedding yesterday, and it was a joy to do 
that.  I love preaching at weddings.  My task this morning is not 
nearly as fun, but it’s still important.  We need to see the positive 
purposes of God in marriage, and we also need to recognize the 
tragic distortions of that design in homosexual behavior.    

When a man looks to another man for sexual intimacy, or a 
woman to another woman—this is the breakdown of God’s design.  
This is the antithesis of God’s plan.  So on the one, hand the 
beautiful sexual union of husband and wife is a portrayal of the 

                                                
1 See quotes by William M. Kent and Gary David Comstock in Albert Mohler’s 
article, “The Compassion of Truth: Homosexuality in Biblical Perspective.” 
www.albertmohler.com   
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spiritual intimacy experienced by the church in worshipping 
Christ.  On the other hand, the sexual inversion of turning to the 
same sex is a portrayal of self-worship. 
 Homosexuality is the opposite of God’s plan for our 
sexuality, and it is a picture of the spiritual disorder that comes 
from “exchanging the glory of the immortal God for images 
resembling mortal man.” 
 And that’s why this is a gospel issue.  This is not merely a 
moral issue.  This is not merely a social issue or a political issue.  
It certainly is an important issue on all those levels, but it rises to 
an even higher level as well in its significance.  This is a gospel 
issue, because God has chosen to reveal Himself and reveal His 
glory in our manhood and womanhood and in our sexuality.  
Ephesians 5 speaks of the relationship of a husband and wife as 
intended by God to be a display of Christ’s relationship to the 
church.  And 1 Corinthians 6 speaks of sexual union as a pointer to 
the believer’s union with Christ.  Not that there’s anything sexual 
about one’s relationship with Christ, but there are these powerful 
examples that God has placed in this world which point to 
profound spiritual realities. 
 The piece of the picture that Romans 1 adds is the fact that 
unnatural sexual behavior, homosexual activity, is a tragic 
rebellion against God’s design and points in the opposite direction 
of where our sexuality is supposed to point.  Human sexuality is 
supposed to be part of a life-long marriage between a man and a 
woman, and thus it glorifies God by illustrating Christ’s eternal 
love for the church.  When human sexuality deviates from God’s 
plan, it dishonors God.  And specifically in the sin of homosexual 
behavior, this becomes an illustration of self-worship.   
 So whatever your sexual problems are, whatever your 
temptations are, I hope you can see that this is not just a matter of 
God telling you, “Do this, and don’t do that.”  There certainly is a 
clear right and wrong here.  But I want us to see something even 
beyond that.  God made us in such a way that we are male and 
female.  He made us as sexual beings.  He ordained the institution 
of marriage.  And all of this is for His glory, to display His 
majesty, and to communicate the Good News of Jesus Christ, the 
bridegroom, laying down His life for His bride, the church.   
 Whatever you may be struggling with this morning, I pray 
that message will give you hope.  I pray that you’ll repent of your 
sins, sexual sins and all the others as well, and that you’ll put your 
hope in Jesus Christ who died in our place to pay the penalty for 
our sins.        

For the last few minutes of our time I want to address 
specifically those who may be struggling with homosexual 
temptation, and then address parents who are concerned to steer 
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your children in the right direction when it comes to issues of 
manhood and womanhood.   
 First of all, for those who are struggling with homosexual 
feelings, you need to understand that there’s hope.  Certain things 
in your life and in this fallen world have conspired to pervert your 
sense of masculinity and femininity.  But God’s grace is powerful, 
and He can restore you to an appropriate view of your sexuality.  
Change is possible.  This change must begin with forgiveness.  A 
person must repent of these sins, just like any sin, and turn to God 
for forgiveness and for help in overcoming and resisting these 
temptations. 
 There are many wonderful stories of men and women who 
have radically departed from their gay lifestyle and have been 
delivered from those same-sex desires.  For others, the battle 
continues.  Homosexual attraction is an ongoing temptation for 
many, yet as Christians they fight those temptations with the truths 
of the gospel.  Wesley Hill is one such man who has written his 
story in a book entitled Washed and Waiting: Reflections on 
Christian Faithfulness and Homosexuality.  If you struggle with 
same-sex attraction, or know somebody who does, I believe this 
would be a very helpful book, as Wesley shares very transparently 
about the shame and loneliness of this struggle, but also the hope 
we have in Christ.     

I would recommend that anyone who is wrestling with 
homosexual feelings seek out help from those in this church, as 
well as a professional biblical counselor.  Don’t struggle alone.  
Don’t keep this a secret.  There are folks who want to pray for you, 
hold you accountable, and be your friend.  There are many great 
resources and conferences and accountability groups that we can 
help connect you with.  Exodus International is a ministry 
dedicated to addressing this issue.  Harvest USA is another great 
organization, with a group right here in Pittsburgh, that addresses 
sexual struggles of all kinds, including same-sex attraction.  Please 
let us help you, and let us connect you with others who can help.   
 For parents, we need to understand the importance of 
providing our children with an appropriate example of masculinity 
and femininity.  The mother needs to be a godly feminine role 
model for her daughters.  She needs to teach her daughters how to 
dress modestly as a woman, how to care for a home, and how to 
care for children (Titus 2; 1 Peter 3).  The mother should also be a 
living example of a submissive wife.  Not a doormat, but an 
intelligent, respectful, competent helper for her husband.  As the 
wife lives out these roles in the home, the daughters will be able to 
learn what it means to be a woman rather than a man. 
 And fathers need to be godly masculine role models for 
their sons.  We need to be there for our sons, even from a very 
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young age.  Father’s, don’t neglect your children.  Love them, play 
with them, tell them you love them, listen to them.  And love your 
wife.  Give your kids an example of sacrificial servant leadership.  
Be a hard worker.  Be decisive, and be the leader in disciplining 
your kids.  Don’t defer all that responsibility to your wife.  Take 
the lead and confront your son or daughter when they’re out of 
line.  And as you demonstrate that balance of firmness and 
decisiveness as well as tender love and care, your children will see 
what it means to be a godly man.  And that will give your sons a 
model of what it means for them to grow up as a man rather than 
as a woman.  And it will give your daughters a model of what to 
look for in a husband someday. 
 In single-parent families, the church needs to come around 
those families and provide relationships where the children can see 
examples of godly manhood and womanhood where a father or a 
mother is absent in the home. 
 These are very difficult issues, very sensitive issues.  And I 
know that I’m only very briefly touching on certain aspects of this 
today.  So if you have struggles that I haven’t addressed, or if you 
have questions of any kind, please follow up on those.  Talk to me, 
or someone else in the church. 

We live in an extremely confusing society when it comes to 
questions about gender and sexuality.  Let’s do all we can to teach 
our children, and to encourage one another, in the things that God 
has communicated so clearly to us in His Word.   
 In conclusion, let me just restate what our stance should be 
toward homosexuality: The Bible is very clear that God intends 
sex to be enjoyed only within the marriage of a man and a 
woman.  Christians should obey this instruction and lovingly 
seek to persuade others that God’s guidelines lead to maximum 
joy and fulfillment. 
 I pray that we can communicate the right balance of truth 
and love.  I hope that we can love people by telling them the truth 
of God’s Word.  And I hope that as we defend the truth and stand 
firm on the truth, we can do it in a way that is not arrogant or 
judgmental or hypocritical, but humble and compassionate.  And I 
pray that God will use us to bring healing to one another in our 
sexual brokenness, and that God’s glory will be seen in our lives as 
we cling to the gospel. 


